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Huntington University 

NCATE Institutional Report Addendum  

 

 

Below you will find the Institutional Report Addendum for Huntington University, written in 

response to the Offsite BOE Report posted on the AIMS website on January 28, 2013. The report 

is limited to areas of concern and requests for additional evidence indicated in the Offsite BOE 

Report. The format chosen to facilitate that task is to first restate the areas of concern or requests 

for evidence exactly as stated in the Offsite BOE Report. The Huntington University response is 

given below each of these concerns or requests, and is clearly marked with an asterisk (*). Links 

to exhibits in the original Institutional Report use the identical URL link as the original. New 

exhibits that have been added for this report are found at the end of the response for each 

standard and are labeled as NEW. 

 

Standard 1: Candidate Knowledge, Skills, and Professional Dispositions 

 

1.4 Areas of concern related to continuing to meet the standard  
 

1. The IR states that the graduate programs offer “refresher courses” for practicing teachers. 

To what extent do programs provide candidates with advanced preparation in content 

knowledge and pedagogical and professional skills?  

*The “refresher courses” phrase in the IR did not apply to the whole program and is not an accurate 

description of the overall program’s focus. The phrase may have arisen from the situation at the 

beginning of the program with some older teachers requiring more basic instruction in technology 

than typical college students in the undergraduate program.  The M.Ed. program met these teachers 

where they were and took them to the next level.  However, since its inception the M.Ed. has focused 

primarily on extending teachers’ knowledge not just refreshing it. Students engage in research about 

specific professional topics (history of education, educational theory, new and changing trends in 

education, laws impacting education, diversity, assessment, etc.) in each of the courses. There is 

new vocabulary; and students are expected to analyze readings to determine validity of claims 

and applicability to their own content and developmental settings. In the research course 

(ED599). Students learn about the different kinds of research (qualitative, quantitative, action, 

mixed method, etc.); they learn how to conduct a literature review; they learn how to collect and 

analyze data among other topics. The program is aligned with the core principles of the National 

Board for Professional Teaching Standards.  Using these core principles was required for all new 

advanced programs in the state of Indiana.  In approving this program, the state’s Teacher Education 

Committee reviewed the program design aligned with these core principles.  Course objectives align 

with the core principles, and candidates in the program complete multiple self-assessments with the 

five core principles throughout the program.   

The first sentence on the M.Ed. website is a more accurate description of the program’s focus on 

taking teachers to the next level:  “Huntington University’s Master of Education program is designed 

to help you develop professionally, fulfill teaching license renewal, or earn your master’s degree – 

while you continue to teach.”(www.huntington.edu/graduate/education )  
The first sentences on the “Graduation and Academic Requirements” page on the M.Ed. site 

emphasize the in-depth and advanced nature of the M.Ed.’s focus:   

“The Master of Education program seeks to assist educators in professional growth and development 

by offering an academically challenging yet practical approach to graduate education by focusing on 

http://www.huntington.edu/graduate/education
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personal research and classroom application. The program also seeks to add to the knowledge base 

of professional educators through the action research conducted by its M.Ed. candidates.”   

(www.huntington.edu/Education/Graduation-and-Academic-Requirements)  

The M.Ed. section of the Academic Catalog has similar wording about taking competent, effective 

teachers to the next level on professionalism and knowledge (Catalog, pp. 313-314).   

 

 

1.5 Evidence for the Onsite BOE Team to validate during the onsite visit  
 

(1) In 2003, the unit initiated graduate (M.Ed.) programs for practicing teachers in several 

content areas. The structure, content, and delivery of the programs are unclear. Information 

about program goals was limited to topics covered. No assessment data were provided for the 

advanced programs demonstrating that candidates have acquired in-depth knowledge and 

skills as delineated by program goals and aligned to the conceptual framework.  

* Goals:  The Academic Catalog and the M.Ed. website indicate the goals of the program:  “The 

Master of Education program seeks to assist educators in professional growth and development by 

offering an academically challenging yet practical approach to graduate education by focusing on 

personal research and classroom application. The program also seeks to add to the knowledge base 

of professional educators through the action research conducted by its M.Ed. 

candidates.”(http://www.huntington.edu/Education/Graduation-and-Academic-Requirements/) 

“Program objectives focus on areas such as growing professionally, conducting action research, and 

developing into a reflective member of a professional community”(IR,p.9).A document entitled 

“Design of the Master of Education Program” provides linkages between the M.Ed. courses and the 

NBPTS Core Propositions, the M.Ed. courses and the unit’s Conceptual Framework, and the Core 

Propositions and the Conceptual Framework (IR,p.13). 

The design document also includes the NBPTS self-evaluation completed by each student as they 

progress through the program and the rubric used by the faculty for evaluation of the action research 

projects at the culmination of the program.  These evaluations focus on advanced level pedagogical 

and pedagogical content knowledge.  Course syllabi provide additional linkages between course-

level objectives and assessments and the NBPTS Core Propositions and the Conceptual Framework. 

Additional responses on the M.Ed. assessment system are provided in the Standard 2 section below.   

 

Structure and delivery:  All M.Ed. courses were originally offered as night courses meeting once a 

week during a regular semester and as summer courses meeting daily for several weeks.  In 2010 all 

courses were offered in a hybrid format with alternating class sessions online.  A typical semester 

course has about seven face-to-face night class meetings and seven online weeks.  A typical summer 

course meets on campus on alternating mornings or afternoons for three weeks with the other days 

online.  The online learning experiences mirror the face-to-face learning activities and have 

equivalent learning outcomes (e.g., written responses and class discussions about the assigned 

readings for the week).   

 

Content:  All M.Ed. tracks have the following content.  All students take (Catalog p. 318): 

 ED 520 Classroom Management 

 ED 525 Differentiated Instruction for the Inclusive and Diverse Classroom 

 ED 577 Integration of Technology in the Classroom 

 ED 599 Action Research Methods 

http://www.huntington.edu/Education/Graduation-and-Academic-Requirements
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Registrar/2011-2013-HU-Academic-Catalog.pdf#page=313
http://www.huntington.edu/Education/Graduation-and-Academic-Requirements/
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=10
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=14
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Registrar/2011-2013-HU-Academic-Catalog.pdf#page=318
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In addition, all candidates take the following courses, focusing on subject area and/or grade level 

applications to the candidate’s particular teaching assignment (Catalog pp. 318-327): 

 ED 611/621/631/641 Current Issues 

 ED 612/622/632/642 Theory and Pedagogy 

 ED 613/623/633/643 Critical Readings 

 ED 614/624/634/644 Curriculum Design and Content Standards 

 ED 615/625/635/645 Field-Based Research Project 

(2) What is being done to improve pass rates on state exams for chemistry and physical 

education? 

*Exhibit 1.3.b shows the Praxis II results for 2008-2011 as reported in the Title II documents. These 

documents do not calculate any pass rates for the Huntington University program in Chemistry 

Education or Physical Education for this time period, since there were fewer than 10 candidates in 

both. In fact, there were no Chemistry Education program completers and only 3 Physical Education 

program completers taking the Praxis II in those two content areas during 2008-2011. In examining 

the Title II documents more closely, it is possible that the BOE team may have mistakenly looked at 

the column giving statewide pass rates in those content areas, since the overall statewide pass rate 

did drop below 80% in Chemistry for 2010-2011 and for Physical Education for 2009-2010 in the 

“Other enrolled students” category. 

 

 

Standard 2: Assessment System and Unit Evaluation 

 

2.4 Evidence for the Onsite BOE Team to validate during the onsite visit  
 

(1) Describe the electronic database assessment system. Is the electronic database assessment 

system something that was developed by the unit or university, or is it a commercial system 

such as LiveText, TaskStream, TK20, etc.?  

*The electronic database system is an in-house system made up of several components as described 

below by Gary Campbell, Director of Technology Services. 

The University uses an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system specifically designed for higher 

education.  The ERP used by the University is Jenzabar CX.  It consists of a data base management 

system (IBM’s Informix) and a series of standard modules designed for specific University functions.  

These standard modules provide the ability to view, add, update and delete data from the data base.  

They also provide the ability to write reports and create data extracts from the data base.  The 

modules include: 

 Academic services 
o Registrar 
o Academic Records 
o Grading and Transcripts 

 Admissions 
o Recruiting 
o Financial Aid 
o Loan Processing 

 Business Office 
o Budgeting 
o Accounts Payable & Purchasing 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Registrar/2011-2013-HU-Academic-Catalog.pdf#page=318
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_1_Candidate_Knowledge,_Skills,_and_Professional_Dispositions/13b_Title_II_Reports/2008-2011%20Title%20II%20reports.pdf
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o Financials  
o General Ledger 

 Enterprise Reporting 

 Institutional Advancement & Alumni Development 

 Student/Faculty 
o Degree Audit 
o Student Affairs 

Although these are standard modules, through the selection of parameters and addition of local 

modifications, the ERP system is customized to support the University’s specific policies and 

processes.  In addition, because the ERP system is built on a standard data base management system, 

other data repositories (called tables) can be added to the system.  Several non-standard tables have 

been added to the system to support the Education Department’s specific needs.  Customized reports 

have been developed to support the Education Department’s needs for information from standard and 

non-standard tables. 

In addition to the Jenzabar CX ERP system, the University uses a campus portal, Jenzabar Internet 

Campus Solution (JICS), which provides web-based, authenticated access to the Jenzabar CX data 

base.  Access is based on the role of the person accessing the system.  There are a series of standard 

modules called constituent relationship modules (CRM), which are designed for different constituent 

groups.  The University has implemented the following CRMs: 

 Admissions Officer 

 Advancement Officer 

 Candidate  

 Constituent (alumni and friends) 

 Faculty 

 Student 

JICS is can be easily customized and expanded.  The form builder feature of JICS has been used 

to create several forms for cooperating teachers to evaluate students in field experiences and 

student teaching.  The forms include lesson evaluation, midterm evaluations, student teaching 

final evaluation, and field practicum final evaluation.  Because the cooperating teacher logs 

into the campus portal (from their own school or home) and is identified, the form can pull 

data from the ERP data base for the students assigned to the cooperating teacher for the 

specific experience which is being evaluated by the cooperating teacher. Several standard ERP 

tables are used to populate the cooperating teacher and student data into the form.  The 

evaluation data entered by the cooperating teacher is then stored in the ERP data base where it 

can be used to create reports or files used in the evaluation of the student or assessment of the 

department. 

 

(2) Describe how the M.Ed. assessment system differs from the undergraduate assessment 

system.  

* M.Ed. candidates have already gone through an undergraduate teacher education program, are 

already licensed, and already have classroom experience.  As a result, many of the kinds of data 

collected on undergraduate teacher education candidates are unsuitable and unnecessary for the 

M.Ed. program.  The M.Ed. program graduates about 5-10 program completers each year.   

Since the program is designed to work with classroom teachers and take them to a new level of 

pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, the program looks at the following 

kinds of data: 
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Teacher’s license  

 At admission to the program (usually after taking 6 credits) 

 As evidence of adequate content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and pedagogical 

content knowledge as required by the state 

 As a good indicator of initial-level proficiency in teacher as steward of knowledge, learner 

development, learning environment, and instruction (Conceptual Framework) 

 Candidates are not admitted without meeting this criterion. 

 Aggregated:  all candidates in the program are licensed (or licensable) teachers. 

Undergraduate GPA of 3.0 

 At admission (usually after taking 6 credits) 

 As evidence of adequate content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and pedagogical 

content knowledge as required by the state 

 Candidates are not admitted without meeting this criterion. 

 Aggregated:  all candidates admitted to the program have an undergraduate GPA of 3.0 or 

higher.   

Letters of recommendation 

 At admission (usually after taking 6 credits) 

 As evidence of adequate professional dispositions 

 As evidence of adequate content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and pedagogical 

content knowledge and ability to effectively implement these types of knowledge in a real 

learning environment 

 As a good indicator of at least initial-level proficiency in teacher as steward of knowledge, 

learner development, learning environment, and instruction (CF) 

 Candidates are not admitted without meeting this criterion. 

 Aggregated:  all candidates admitted to the program are well regarded and recommended by 

their supervisors and peers. 

Writing ability 

 At admission (usually after taking 6 credits) 

 As evidence of adequate writing knowledge and ability for graduate level work 

 Candidates are not admitted without meeting this criterion. 

 Aggregated:  all candidates admitted to the program have writing ability adequate for 

graduate work. 

Professional dispositions 

 At admission (usually after taking 6 credits) 

 As evidence of adequate professional dispositions 

 As evidence of professional growth in understanding of teacher as steward of knowledge, 

learner development, learning environment, and instruction (CF) 

 Candidates are not admitted without meeting this criterion. 

 Aggregated:  all candidates in the program have adequate professional dispositions 

appropriate for the practicing professional level. 

Course grades and GPA in the program 

 Candidates in the program must maintain a 3.0 GPA throughout the program. 

 As evidence of in-depth learning and mastery of advanced preparation in pedagogical skills 

in individual courses and throughout the program 

 Candidates not meeting performance expectations are contacted by the adviser and/or 

graduate dean (IR, p. 13).   

 Aggregated:  All program completers have a GPA of 3.0 or higher in the program. 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Overview_and_Conceptual_Framework/15c1_Conceptual_Framework_-_Exec_Summary/Conceptual%20Framework.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Overview_and_Conceptual_Framework/15c1_Conceptual_Framework_-_Exec_Summary/Conceptual%20Framework.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Overview_and_Conceptual_Framework/15c1_Conceptual_Framework_-_Exec_Summary/Conceptual%20Framework.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=14
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NBPTS Self-Evaluations 

 Candidates in the program complete a self-evaluation as part of at least two courses. 

 The self-evaluation is based on NBPTS Core Propositions and requires candidates to relate 

their new levels of pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge to the 

expectations in each proposition.  

 As evidence of in-depth learning and mastery of advanced preparation in pedagogical skills 

 Since this evaluation is required and part of the course grade in at least two courses, all 

students complete these evaluations.   

 Aggregated:  All candidates take a candid look at how they measure up on national teacher 

standards at multiple points throughout the program.  Candidates are honest about their 

growth and need for continued attention to certain standards as they continue in the program.  

In general, candidates make notable progress on the Core Propositions as they progress 

through the program.   

Informal feedback 

 Faculty and the dean solicit feedback during the courses on issues such as course content, 

structure, expectations, advising, and preparation for the research component.  

 Candidates offer feedback to the faculty and the dean throughout the program.   

 Aggregated:  candidates praised the rigor and practical value of the program; candidate 

feedback spurred changes in program requirements, the generalist track, course format, 

program writing proficiency, and summer offerings (IR, pp. 3-4). 

Research proposal 

 At the end of ED 599 Research Methods 

 As evidence of in-depth learning and mastery of advanced preparation in pedagogical skills 

 As evidence of adequate content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and pedagogical 

content knowledge; ability to effectively implement these types of knowledge in a real 

learning environment; and ability to apply research skills to a practical application in a real 

classroom. 

 Aggregated:  All program completers have reworked their research proposals until they are at 

a graduate level of research excellence. 

Research project 

 At the end of the program (using a standard rubric) 

 As evidence of in-depth learning and mastery of advanced preparation in pedagogical skills 

 As evidence of adequate content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and pedagogical 

content knowledge; ability to effectively implement these types of knowledge in a real 

learning environment; ability to apply research skills to a practical application in a real 

classroom; ability to use research to effect improved learning in a classroom. 

 Aggregated:  All program completers have reworked their research projects until they are at a 

graduate level of research excellence. 

Graduate survey 

 At the end of the program 

 As evidence of in-depth learning and mastery of advanced preparation in pedagogical skills 

 As evidence of adequate content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and pedagogical 

content knowledge and ability to use research to effect improved learning in a classroom. 

 As evidence of adequate advanced-level understanding of the four areas of teacher 

stewardship (CF).  

 As evidence of overall student satisfaction with the program. 

 Aggregated:  program completers over the last three years indicate the following: 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=4
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/Teacher%20as%20Effective%20Steward.pdf
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 86% were working in a classroom for all or almost all of a school year during 

the last year. 

 81% were in a school with greater ethnic diversity than the surrounding 

population. 

 95% were in a school with a special needs population above 2%.  50% were 

in a school with a special needs population above 10%. 

 100% were in a school with free or reduced lunch populations above 20%.  

90% were in a school with free or reduced lunch populations above 30%. 

 All indicated that the Classroom Management, Differentiated Instruction, and 

Integration of Technology courses provided them with additional in-depth 

professional knowledge.  57% indicated “significant professional 

knowledge”. None indicated little or no additional in-depth professional 

knowledge. 

 All indicated that the Current Issues, Theory and Pedagogy, Critical 

Readings, and Curriculum Design courses provided them with additional in-

depth professional knowledge.  48% indicated “significant professional 

knowledge.” None indicated little or no additional in-depth professional 

knowledge. 

 All indicated that Action Research Methods and the Field-Based Research 

Project provided them with additional in-depth professional knowledge.  71% 

indicated “significant professional knowledge.”  None indicated little or no 

additional in-depth professional knowledge.  

 94% indicated that the Classroom Management, Differentiated Instruction, 

and Integration of Technology courses provided them with additional in-

depth pedagogical content knowledge.  62% indicated “significant 

professional knowledge.” 

 All indicated that the Current Issues, Theory and Pedagogy, Critical 

Readings, and Curriculum Design courses provided them with additional in-

depth content or pedagogical content knowledge.  57% indicated “significant 

professional knowledge.” None indicated little or no additional in-depth 

pedagogical content knowledge. 

 All indicated that Action Research Methods and the Field-Based Research 

Project provided them with additional in-depth pedagogical content 

knowledge.  57% indicated “significant professional knowledge.”  None 

indicated little or no additional in-depth pedagogical content knowledge.  

 All indicated that the program as a whole gave them additional in-depth 

understanding of teachers as stewards of knowledge.  71% indicated 

"significant understanding.” None indicated little or no additional 

understanding of teachers as stewards of knowledge. 

 95% indicated that the program as a whole gave them additional in-depth 

understanding of teachers as stewards of learner development.  67% indicated 

"significant understanding.” 

 All indicated that the program as a whole gave them additional in-depth 

understanding of teachers as stewards of learning environments.  52% 

indicated "significant understanding.” None indicated little or no additional 

understanding of teachers as stewards of learning environments. 

 All indicated that the program as a whole gave them additional in-depth 

understanding of teachers as stewards of instruction.  76% indicated 
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"significant understanding.” None indicated little or no additional 

understanding of teachers as stewards of instruction. 

 Respondents wrote in that the most beneficial things about the program were 

gaining confidence, gaining leadership skills, gaining research skills, 

differentiating instruction, designing curriculum, gaining practical application 

of theories, applying research, and learning from a community of 

professionals. 

 Respondents provided suggestions such as adding tracks leading to reading 

specialist or special education certification, evaluating the amount of time 

allotted in the summer format for some of the heavy reading courses, and 

beefing up the current issues course.    

 (See Exhibit 2.4.2 NEW) 

 

(3) Does the unit have an assessment coordinator/manager?  

*Assessment data is collected and managed by the unit’s administrative assistant with advice and 

expertise from the University’s Technology Services team, and supervision by the Director of 

Teacher Education. Because of the relatively small size of the program, the amount of candidate 

information being gathered by any one assessment instrument at any given time remains quite 

manageable. Midterm and end of term tend to be the times when assessment data flow is highest, but 

most of that data (Midterm and Final field experience evaluations) are aggregated automatically by 

the Jenzabar system as it is input through the website portal by the clinical faculty.  

 

(4) Does the unit have an assessment committee, council, etc.?  

*No, the unit does not have a separate assessment committee. There is a university-wide assessment 

committee, the Student Learning Committee, chaired by Dr. Mike Cook. 

 

(5) How/when do faculty and others responsible for reporting candidate performance access 

the electronic database assessment system?  

*At the beginning of each field experience in which cooperating teachers are asked to complete a 

midterm and/or final evaluation, they receive an email (2.4.5 NEW) from the unit’s administrative 

assistant with detailed instructions for submitting the electronic evaluation forms though the website 

portal, along with the dates by which midterm and final evaluations must be submitted. Cooperating 

teachers are also given the option of submitting lesson evaluations forms electronically through the 

portal. University supervisors submit electronic lesson evaluations for each of the lessons evaluated 

during the student teaching experience using the same portal. 

*The candidate disposition evaluation form used in each of the early field experiences and the 

student teaching experience is gathered from the cooperating teachers and sorted using Survey 

Monkey.  The dispositional data is disaggregated so that any time, the dispositional history of any 

field experience is available by course number and the dispositional history of any student is 

available by student name and ID number. 

*Regular course grades are entered by course instructors through the portal at the end of each 

semester. 

*Discrete pieces of data, such as Praxis scores, are entered into Excel spreadsheets and the Jenzabar 

data base by the unit’s administrative assistant as the data becomes available. 

 

 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_2_Assessment_System_and_Unit_Evaluation/M%20Ed%20Graduate%20Survey%20Results.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_2_Assessment_System_and_Unit_Evaluation/Procedure%20for%20submitting%20online%20evaluations.pdf
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(6) How does the unit ensure its assessments are free of bias, and that its assessment procedures 

are fair, accurate and consistent?  

*Most of the assessment data gathered and analyzed are based on mean scores drawn directly from 

the raw scores of various components of the program. Some of these mean scores are based on raw 

data drawn from standardized tests, such as the various Praxis scores. Other mean scores are based 

on program generated instruments such as teaching evaluations and dispositional assessments. 

Fairness, accuracy, and consistency are also addressed in the following: 

 All candidates are interviewed and scored by two unit faculty during the admission process. 

 All candidates have dispositional assessments from multiple cooperating teachers in multiple 

field experiences. 

 All candidates have teaching evaluations from multiple early field placements with different 

cooperating teachers and university supervisors. 

 All candidates in the student teaching experience receive multiple teaching evaluations from 

both the cooperating teacher and the university supervisor. 

 All candidates have multiple evaluators on important components such as unit plans and 

lesson plans. (Elementary-at least 3 and Secondary- at least 2) 

 

(7) Using the Target language of the Standard 2 rubric as a guide, in what ways does the unit 

and assessment system possess the characteristics of target level performance? What evidence 

exists to support that the unit is meeting or moving toward the target level on one or more of 

the Standard 2 elements.  

*Each semester the unit meets with the Teacher Education Professional Advisory Council (TEPAC), 

made up of cooperating teachers, principals, and other administrators in schools and school 

corporations where we place student teachers (IR, p. 15). This segment of the professional 

community has not only provided feedback on field experiences and curriculum needs, but on the 

unit’s continuously growing assessment system. We have regularly asked for input on questions like: 

  

Are the evaluation forms adequately measuring what needs to be measured? 

 Are there additional assessments which need to be made? If so, in which areas? 

 Are the instructions for accessing the electronic forms clear and easy to understand? 

 Are the evaluation forms easy to access, complete, and submit? 

 

*The unit regularly examines the viability of the data being produced through its assessment system 

and makes changes to increase the utility of the data as needed. An example of this process would be 

the decision to change the rating scale on the Dispositional Evaluation Form from the original three 

point scale to a more useful and more descriptive five point scale.  Through discussion and 

interactive evaluation, unit faculty made the decision that the five point scale would allow for the 

greater degree of discrimination necessary for evaluating candidate dispositions. The unit felt the 

change would make the data gathered more relevant and therefore more powerful for measuring 

dispositional growth and strength. 

*Decisions about candidate performance are made from assessments made at three major 

Checkpoints during the program and prior to program completion. The unit’s assessment system 

provides data on candidate performance at each stage of the program based on multiple assessments 

from multiple sources. 

*The unit continues to gather data from program completers through the use of the Exit Survey and 

Graduate Survey (1,4, and 7 years).  These data are used to inform decisions related to program 

improvement and candidate performance.  

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=16
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_2_Assessment_System_and_Unit_Evaluation/23a_Units_assessment_system/2.3.a.2Undergraduate%20Checkpoints.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33d_Support_and_Evaluation_of_clinical_faculty/3.3.d.2%20Candidate%20Self%20Evaluation%20Survey(exit%20Survey).pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/1-4-7%20Graduate%20Survey.pdf
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*The unit gathers data from the larger professional community by involving cooperating teachers in 

both candidate and program evaluations, through direct contact with unit faculty serving as university 

supervisors, and through direct opportunities for both teachers and administrators to provide input  

through the Teacher Education Professional Advisory Council. 

*The unit makes changes based on data gathered. For example the addition of required assessment 

courses for all teacher education candidates (ED 362 and ED 364) based on data from Exit Survey, 

Graduate Survey, and TEPAC input.  

*The unit also makes changes to the assessment system based on thoughtful consideration of data. 

For example, when input data from a 3-point Likert scale was not providing data with sufficient 

clarity and breadth, the unit changed to a 5-point assessment. The unit will continue to monitor this 

data related to candidate dispositions to see if improvement in data usefulness is indicated. 

 

Identify plans and timelines for attaining and/or sustaining target level performance as 

articulated in unit Standard 2. 

*Having now generated both SPA reports (2011) and the NCATE Institutional Report and 

accompanying electronic exhibits (2012) using the current assessment system, the unit will be in a 

position to examine changes needed in the system to sustain current target level performance in some 

areas and changes needed to continue moving toward target level performance in other areas as 

indicated by the final NCATE report and the reports by the various SPAs. The unit will begin work 

on initial recommendations by the BOE team during the annual Education Department workdays 

which will take place May 21-23, 2013. During this time the unit will attempt to identify changes 

needed, set priorities for accomplishing changes, determine resources needed, and assign primary 

responsibilities for implementation to various unit faculty.  Once the need for additional financial 

resources is determined, requests will be made by the unit head for inclusion in the 2014-2015 

budget.  

 

(8) Data-driven improvement: What areas are targeted for improvement based on data?  

*CEC indicated in its SPA report a lack of data points specific to CEC standards. Because these were 

the first ever program reviews submitted to the various content SPAs, the unit recognizes that much 

of the data aggregated does relate to teaching in a more generalized context, not necessarily the 

specialized context of teaching exceptional children. The unit has already determined the need for 

developing a teaching evaluation form for use specifically with candidates in field experiences and 

student teaching with exceptional children. The unit plans to consult with P-12 special education 

teachers and then complete work on this form during the Education Department workdays, May, 

2013 and implement the new form for Special Education field experiences beginning September, 

2013. 

*The unit recognizes that since its assessment system is put together in house, there is not an 

adequate way of assessing the system on a macro level for validity and reliability. The unit will 

investigate the use of commercial systems like LiveText and Task Stream, with specific attention to 

improving our ability to monitor for bias, fairness, and consistency. Investigation into these systems 

will begin no later than January, 2014 so that any budget considerations could be addressed prior to 

the beginning of the 2014-2015 budget year, July 1, 2014. 

*The unit recognizes the need for improved inter-rater reliability for evaluations on both the Teacher 

Work Sample and the Reflective Portfolio.  While limited personnel and limited resources are of 

concern, the unit recognizes the need to move forward on this issue. This will be an item for 

discussion during Education Department work days, May, 2013. The goal will be to have some initial 

ideas for improving inter-rater reliability in place for testing with student teachers in the Fall of 2013. 
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The small number of candidates engaged in student teaching during the Fall semester makes this an 

ideal time to begin this process of improvement. 

 

 

In what ways were changes made by the unit driven by or informed by data?  

*As indicated in the IR (2.3.d.1), many changes have been implemented by the unit over the past 

three years. Some have been the result of multiple changes in policies and requirements dictated by 

the Indiana Department of Education. Other significant changes in the program were based solely on 

data received by the unit. Three examples are restated below: 

 The addition of ED 362, Assessment Strategies for Elementary Educators and ED 364, 

Assessment Strategies for Secondary Educators is discussed in the IR ( p. 8 ) and in 2.4 (7) 

above. The addition of these two classes came directly from both verbal and written input 

from TEPAC members and also from data found in the Exit Survey and in the Graduate 

Survey.  Feedback from the P-12 teachers and administrators in the Teacher Education 

Professional Advisory Council indicated an increased need for new teachers to not only be 

more aware of current national, state, and local standardized assessments, but also an 

increased need to be able to collect and use assessment data as means of improving learning 

in their classrooms. Data from program completers gathered using the Exit Survey and the 

Graduate Survey indicated a felt need for more preparation in understanding and using 

appropriate assessment strategies.  Using the input from multiple sources, the unit made the 

decision to develop these two courses. The changes were approved and added to the 

curriculum guides for all teacher education majors. 

 The unit made the decision in 2011 to restructure the assessment system from four 

checkpoints to three. The four checkpoint system had been in place for a decade and was well 

established among faculty, students, and stakeholders. Continuous assessment of the system 

indicated that there were elements overlapping different checkpoints and there was lack of 

clarity about who was responsible for monitoring and evaluating some elements. The revised 

three checkpoint system has helped produce a more seamless and effective assessment 

structure. 

 A less dramatic change by the unit has increased the effectiveness and viability of candidate 

assessment. The Dispositional Survey, completed by clinical faculty during both early field 

experiences and student teaching was originally constructed using a three point Likert scale. 

Unit faculty attempted to use the data from these surveys to make meaningful dispositional 

evaluations, and discovered that the data was simply not detailed and descriptive enough to 

draw valid conclusions. The assessment was changed to employ a five point Likert scale and 

the data now has sufficient breadth and level of differentiation to be meaningful.  

 

NEW EXHIBITS 

 2.4.2 (New) Aggregated M. Ed. Graduate Survey 

 2.4.5 (New) Procedure for Submitting Online Evaluations 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_2_Assessment_System_and_Unit_Evaluation/23d_Policies,_procedures_for_ensuring_data_for_continuous_improvement/2.3.d.1%202009-2012%20Dept%20Policy%20Change%20Form.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=9
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_2_Assessment_System_and_Unit_Evaluation/23a_Units_assessment_system/2.3.a.2Undergraduate%20Checkpoints.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_1_Candidate_Knowledge,_Skills,_and_Professional_Dispositions/13e_Key_assessments_and_scoring_guides__for_dispositions/1.3.e.3%20Dispositional%20Survey.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_2_Assessment_System_and_Unit_Evaluation/M%20Ed%20Graduate%20Survey%20Results.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_2_Assessment_System_and_Unit_Evaluation/Procedure%20for%20submitting%20online%20evaluations.pdf
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Standard 3: Field Experiences and Clinical Practice 

 

3.5 Evidence for the Onsite BOE Team to validate during the onsite visit  
 

(1) Cooperating teacher involvement: What is the role of the cooperating teachers (school 

faculty) in designing, implementing, and evaluating the unit’s conceptual framework and the 

school program? Attendance records for the annual breakfast, referenced in paragraph 1 

above, would provide useful evidence to support unit efforts made in this area.  

*As described in the IR, cooperating teachers, principals, and school corporation administrators are 

invited to campus twice each year to be a part of the Huntington University Teacher Education 

Professional Advisory Council (TEPAC). TEPAC provides feedback on all ongoing aspects of the 

teacher education program. Evidence of strong attendance and participation may be found in the 

TEPAC Minutes for 2009-2012(3.5.1 NEW), where the names of attendees are listed. For further 

clarification and information, a new exhibit has been added which list attendees by meeting, school 

corporation, and position for this same time period (3.5.1a NEW). 

 

 

 

(2) Student teaching placements: Evidence showing how the unit faculty and the school 

partners jointly determine the specific placements of candidates in field experiences and 

student teaching to maximize the learning experience for candidates and P-12 students.  

*Exhibit (3.3.c.1) is a template for letters sent to school corporations requesting placements for 

student teachers. 

*Exhibit (3.5.2a NEW) is an example of email conversations between the Director of Clinical 

Experiences and school corporation administrators concerning field experience placements. 

*Exhibit (3.5.2b NEW) gives several examples of email conversations between the Director of 

Clinical Experiences and school principals concerning field experience placements. 

*Exhibit (3.5.2c NEW) gives several examples of email conversations between the Director of 

Clinical Experiences and classroom teachers concerning field experiences. 

*Exhibit (3.5.2d NEW) shows several email exchanges between the Director of Teacher Education 

and the administrative assistant for the Huntington County School Corporation’s Assistant 

Superintendent. These give evidence of HCCSC’s agreement with the Huntington University teacher 

education program to seek approval of cooperating teachers before they are contacted about taking 

one of our student teachers. 

 

(3) Field Placement School demographics and evidence of field experiences focused on students 

with exceptional learning needs and limited English proficiency.  

*The demographics for all school corporations in which the unit places candidates for either early 

field experiences or student teaching are found in Exhibit (4.3.f.1).  In addition, demographics 

including ethnicity, exceptional students, and English Language Learners may be found in Exhibit 

(3.5.3a NEW) for the individual schools used for field experiences. The additional demographics for 

exceptional students and ELL students are only available from the state for 2011-2012.  

*Exhibit (3.5.3b NEW) lists field experiences for candidates which are specifically focused on 

working with students with exceptional needs. Most schools in Indiana use an Inclusion model rather 

than a Self-Contained model, so the vast majority of regular field experience placements also provide 

candidates opportunities to work with exceptional needs students.  

 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=8
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33e_Guidelines,handbooks_for_field_experiences/3.3.e.6aTEPACMinutesFA09SP12.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33e_Guidelines,handbooks_for_field_experiences/3.3.e.6bTEPACAttendance%202009-2012.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33c_Criteria_of_clinical_faculty/3.3.c.1%20Sample%20letter%20requesting%20placements%20for%20school%20corp.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CorporationAdministratorCorrespondence.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CorporationPrincipalsCorrespondence.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CooperatingTeachersCorrespondence.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CorrespondenseDTEandHCCSCAdminAsst.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_4_Diversity/43f_Data_table_on_demo_of_P-12_students/4.3.f.1%20Appendix%20C%20Data%20Table.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_4_Diversity/43f_Data_table_on_demo_of_P-12_students/3.5.3a(NEW)DiversityofP-12ContractedSchoolsinClinicalPractice.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33b_Data_on_candidate_placement/SpecialEducationFieldHours.pdf
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(4) Supervisor/clinical teacher communication: What system is in place to ensure that the 

university supervisor and the clinical teacher regularly participate in discussion and feedback 

to share expertise to support candidates’ learning in the field? 

*There are a number of factors that contribute to the ongoing discussion between university 

supervisors and the cooperating teachers in the various field experiences concerning the performance 

and development of candidates. 

1. Each field experience has its own handbook which outlines the duties and expectations of 

candidates, cooperating teachers and university supervisor. All cooperating teachers receive a 

copy of the handbook and the university supervisor is responsible for making sure 

responsibilities are understood.  

2. An initial “Meet Your Co-Op” event allows the university supervisor, cooperating teacher, 

and student teaching candidate to meet and discuss processes and expectations. 

3. As discussed below in (5), university supervisors for all early field experiences and student 

teaching are almost exclusively full time unit faculty. This means that all supervisors are 

heavily invested in assuring that candidates are performing at a high level, and because we 

are such a small program, there is typically already an existing relationship between the 

university supervisor and the candidate. Because the supervisor knows the candidates, 

conversation with the cooperating teacher is more candid and productive.   

4. University supervisors have conversations with the cooperating teacher on almost every visit 

to the classroom. Most of the supervisors make note of this conversation on the Lesson 

Evaluation form. The unit has already discussed changing the Lesson Evaluation form so that 

there is a designated place to indicate if a visit with the cooperating teacher occurred. This 

would allow us to know exactly how many contacts are being made throughout the course of 

the field experience.  

5. For the student teaching experience, the university supervisor conducts an official “Initial 

Visit,” which consists of an extensive conversation with the cooperating teacher and the 

candidate. The supervisor completes a required checklist (Exhibit 3.3.d.3) for this visit. This 

initial visit at the beginning of the experience is very helpful in setting the stage for open 

communication among the university supervisor, the cooperating teacher, and the candidate. 

6. Student teachers are required to keep a daily reflective journal and to submit those journal 

entries on a weekly basis to university supervisors. Because these journals are confidential, 

they may reveal areas of concern that the student teacher has about his/her relationship to the 

cooperating teacher. The university supervisor is able to intervene in a timely and appropriate 

manner if necessary. 

 

(5) Who are university supervisors, and what are their qualifications?  

*Candidates in early field experiences and student teaching are supervised almost exclusively by full 

time Huntington University faculty.  Listed below are the field experiences described in the 

Institutional Report (pp. 16-18), along with the university supervisors responsible for each during the 

2009-2012 time period. 

 

ED 295  Sophomore Practicum  Elementary    Dr. Boyer (formerly Burson) 

ED 296  Sophomore Practicum  Middle & High School Dr. Boyer 

ED 311  Early Adolescent Curr. & Methods   Dr. Worfel/Dr. Peace (2011) 

ED 397  Junior Block Practicum I    Dr. Boyer, Dr. Priddy, Dr. Steury 

ED 398  Junior Block Practicum II    Dr. Boyer, Dr. Priddy, Dr. Steury 

SE  397  Junior Block Practicum for Special Ed.  Dr. Boyer, Dr. Priddy, Dr. Steury 

ED 316  Early Childhood Field Experience   Dr. Boyer 

ED 410  Secondary Curr.& Methods    Ms. Rhodes 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33d_Support_and_Evaluation_of_clinical_faculty/3.3.d.3%20HU%20Supervisor%20Clinical%20Checklist.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=17
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ED 395  Multicultural Practicum    Dr. Boyer, Dr. Peace, Dr. Priddy, Dr.  

ED 450  Student Teaching Elementary    Schmalzried, Dr. Steury, Ms. Rhodes,  

ED 460  Student Teaching Secondary    Ms. Michel, Dr. Killian,  Ms. Geller 

SE 450  Student Teaching in Special Education  Dr. Davenport, Dr. Worfel 

 

(See Student Teaching Placements and Supervisors for 2009-2010, 2010-2011, and 2011-2012 in 

Exhibit 3.5.5a NEW to verify supervisors) 

 

Dr. Susie Boyer (formerly Burson), Dr. Terrell Peace, Dr. Evelyn Priddy, Dr. Joni Schmalzried, Dr. 

Cindy Steury, and Ms. Kathy Rhodes are current unit faculty and qualifications may be found in 

Exhibit 5.3.e.1. Dr. Paul Worfel (http://undergrad.tiu.edu/person/Worfel/Paul) is former unit faculty 

member, now working at another institution. Dr. George Killian 

(http://www.huntington.edu/Music/Faculty/George-Killian), Dr. Jody Davenport 

(http://www.huntington.edu/Kinesiology/Jody-Davenport), and Ms. Barb Michel 

(http://www.huntington.edu/Art/Faculty/Barb-Michel) are Huntington University faculty in Music, 

Physical Education, and Art respectively and their qualifications may be reviewed by following the 

indicated links to the HU website. Ms. Lisa Geller, a certified teacher with a Master’s degree, worked 

regularly as a university supervisor for Huntington University before recently re-entering the 

teaching profession full time ( 3.5.5b NEW).  

 

(6) Candidate performance data: What data showing candidate progress through the various 

field experiences are available, especially in the standards assessed for professional dispositions 

and working with the professional community?  

*The unit maintains as part of its database, an Excel spreadsheet for every candidate which tracks 

professional disposition scores from all early field experiences, as well as student teaching. A blank 

sample of this spreadsheet is found in Exhibit 1.3.f.2. An anonymous candidate example has been 

included here in the Addendum for clarification (Exhibit New 3.5.6 NEW). If the Onsite team wishes 

to access additional candidate dispositional records, that can be accomplished during the visit with 

the assistance of Beth West, the administrative assistant for the Education Department.  Exhibit 

1.3.f.1 also shows data tracked by the unit on the dispositional scores of candidates by the different 

field experiences. The dispositional history of any field experience is available by course number and 

the dispositional history of any student is available by student name and ID number. 

 

 

(7) Instructional technology: What kinds of instructional technology skills are candidates 

developing in the field and clinical experiences and what do the data reveal on their progress?  

*In a recent survey conducted in ED 440, a weekly seminar attended by candidates during the student 

teaching semester, candidates are gaining additional technology proficiencies in both hardware and 

software use. Following are some of the most commonly indicated: 

 SmartBoard 

 iPad (with many education apps) 

 Document reader 

 Power Teacher 

 Power School 

 Apple TV 

 Many electronic software packages 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33d_Support_and_Evaluation_of_clinical_faculty/3.5.5a%20Student%20Teaching%20Placement%20Supervision.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_5_Faculty_Qualifications,_Performance,_and_Development/53e__Summary_of_faculty_service_and_collaborative_activities_in_schools/combined.pdf
http://undergrad.tiu.edu/person/Worfel/Paul
http://www.huntington.edu/Music/Faculty/George-Killian
http://www.huntington.edu/Kinesiology/Jody-Davenport
http://www.huntington.edu/Art/Faculty/Barb-Michel
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_5_Faculty_Qualifications,_Performance,_and_Development/Adjunct_Faculty_Vitae/LisaGeller.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_1_Candidate_Knowledge,_Skills,_and_Professional_Dispositions/13f_Aggregate_data_on_key_assessments_professional_dispositions/1.3.f.2%20Sample%20Student%20Dispositional.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33f_Assessment,_scoring_guides_field_experiences/Individual%20Dispositional%20Report.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_1_Candidate_Knowledge,_Skills,_and_Professional_Dispositions/13f_Aggregate_data_on_key_assessments_professional_dispositions/1.3.f.1%20Dispositional%20Survey%20Results.pdf
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*In addition to the knowledge gained during field experiences, all Elementary Education majors, 

Elementary/Special Education majors, Elementary/ Middle School Education majors, and 

Elementary/ Teaching English Learners majors are required to take ED 377, Integration of 

Technology in the Classroom. Required technology proficiencies for this course may be found in 

Exhibit 3.5.7 NEW. 

 

 

(8) Field experience responsibilities: More information is needed about the responsibilities held 

by the director of field experiences.  

 

*Please see the list of responsibilities below, listed as they occur chronologically throughout the year. 

 

August:  ED 410  

 Obtain content-specific high school field placements for students in ED 410.  Contact 

department chairs at Huntington North High School in order to find qualified  

cooperating teachers for this six-week placement. 

September: Fall Junior Block ED 397 

Send requests to principals of Huntington County Community Schools for cooperating 

teachers for four-week, half-day placements in both elementary and special education 

classrooms. Once the list of teacher volunteers is received, match students with teachers 

at the various schools and assign university supervisors to the students. 

Student Teaching Orientation 

The Director of Clinical Experiences holds two lunch meetings with junior education 

majors who will be student teaching the following year to go over the requirements for 

the student teaching application and to schedule individual application reviews. 

October:  Student Teaching Applications 

 Review all student teaching application writing for accuracy, content, and format.  

 Suggest revisions where appropriate and/or necessary.  

 Fall Junior Block Handbook and Letters to Cooperating Teachers and Principals 

 Consult with department members to determine whether handbook needs updates or 

 revisions. Make such changes and send electronic copy to Administrative Assistant. 

 Also, once all placements have been made, prepare letters to accompany handbooks, 

 Thanking and informing cooperating teachers of their Jr. Block student, and informing 

 the principal of all placements in his or her school. 

 ED 395 Multicultural Practicum 

 Per directions from Fort Wayne Community Schools, contact administrators of individual  

schools for their agreement to participate in the Multicultural Practicum.  Begin the 

process of matching student need to available teachers.  This process continues until the 

successful placement of all candidates. This includes placement for students from the 

ENL program. 

TEPAC Breakfast 

Confer with the Administrative Assistant of the Department to finalize details for the 

TEPAC Breakfast.  Take minutes at the meeting and submit them to the department for 

review and/or corrections. 

 

 

 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/ED377%20Integrated%20Technology%20Summary%20of%20Requirements.pdf
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November: Student Teaching 
 Meet with each applicant to determine completeness of student teaching application.  

 During the interview, also discuss candidate’s desired student teaching placement:  

 location, grade level, subject, type of school, etc.  Additionally, double-check J-Term 

 placement requests. 

 Fall Junior Block 

 Meet with ED 397 students to go over handbook and placements and to answer any  

 questions candidates might have. 

 ED 395 Multicultural Practicum and letters to Cooperating Teachers and Principals 

 Consult with department members to determine whether handbook needs updates or 

 revisions.  Make such changes and send electronic copy to Administrative Assistant. 

 Also, once all placements have been made, prepare letters to accompany handbooks, 

 thanking and informing cooperating teachers of their J-Term student, and informing 

 the principal of all placements in his or her school. 

 

December: ED 395 Multicultural Practicum Orientation 

 The Director of Clinical Experiences holds two lunch meetings with education majors  

 who will be completing the Multicultural Practicum.  The required assignments, as well 

 as the schedule for J-Term, are explained, and students are given placements that have 

 been made. 

January: Student Teaching 

 During the month of January, the Director of Clinical Placements begins the process of  

 procuring placements for the following year’s student teachers. Each requested  

 corporation or school is sent the student teacher’s application along with a letter and  

 form explaining the type of placement desired.  

February:  ED 398 Spring Block Placements 

 Per directions from Fort Wayne Community Schools, contact administrators of individual  

schools for their agreement to participate in the Multicultural Practicum.  Begin the 

process of matching student need to available teachers, both in the general classroom and 

in special education.  This process continues until the successful placement of all 

candidates. Every attempt is made to vary the assigned grade level for students who also 

participated in Fall Block. 

Student Teaching Banquet Speaker 

Verify details of the Student Teaching Banquet with the guest speaker.  Determine 

whether the speaker will need overnight accommodations and verify home address so that 

mileage reimbursement can be determined. 

March: ED 398 Spring Block  

 Consult with department members to determine whether handbook needs updates or 

 revisions.  Make such changes and send electronic copy to Administrative Assistant. 

 Also, once all placements have been made, prepare letters to accompany handbooks, 

 thanking and informing cooperating teachers of their Jr. Block student, and informing 

 the principal of all placements in his or her school. 

 ED 398 Spring Block 

 Meet with ED 398 students to go over handbook and placements and to answer any  

 questions candidates might have. 
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 Spring TEPAC Breakfast 

Confer with the Administrative Assistant of the Department to finalize details for the 

TEPAC Breakfast.  Take minutes at the meeting and submit them to the department for 

review and/or corrections. 

April: Student Teaching Handbook 

 Consult with department members to determine whether handbook needs updates or 

 revisions.  Make such changes and send electronic copy to Administrative Assistant. 

 Student Teaching Banquet 

 Confer with the Administrative Assistant to finalize plans for the banquet: location,  

 menu, centerpieces, program, etc. Prepare a slide show with pictures of student  

 teachers in action. This program runs on a loop during the arrival of guests. Provide a 

 thank you card with the honorarium for the guest speaker.  Greet and introduce the  

 guest speaker.  

May:  Meet the Coop event 

 Confer with the Administrative Assistant to finalize plans for the event: location,  

 refreshments, seating assignments etc. Assist with distribution of the handbooks to  

candidates and attending cooperating teachers. Along with the Director of Teacher 

Education, highlight some points in the handbook. Then allow time for students and 

teachers to exchange information. Prepare a letter to accompany handbooks to be sent to 

cooperating teachers who were not able to attend the event. 

 Student Teaching Placements 

 Continue to work on student teaching placements that still need to be made. 

June:  Student Teaching Banquet Speaker 

 Invite Indiana’s Teacher of the Year to be the guest speaker at next spring’s Student  

 Teaching Banquet. 

 

June-August:  Student Teaching 

 Continue to work on any placements that have not been finalized. 

 

NEW EXHIBITS 

 3.5.1(NEW) TEPAC Meeting Minutes 2009-2012 

 3.5.1a(NEW) TEPAC Attendance Verification 

 3.5.2a(NEW) Correspondence DCE and School Administrators 

 3.5.2b(NEW) Correspondence DCE and School Principals 

 3.5.2c(NEW) Correspondence DCE and Cooperating Teachers 

 3.5.2d(NEW) Correspondence DTE and School Admin. Asst. 

 3.5.3a(NEW) Field Placement School Demographics 

 3.5.3b(NEW) Special Education Field Experience Requirements 

 3.5.5a(NEW) Student Teaching Supervision Verification 

 3.5.5b(NEW) Supervisor Lisa Geller resume 

 3.5.6(NEW) Candidate Performance Data: Dispositions 

 3.5.7(NEW) Technology Preparation of Elementary Teacher Candidates 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33e_Guidelines,handbooks_for_field_experiences/3.3.e.6aTEPACMinutesFA09SP12.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33e_Guidelines,handbooks_for_field_experiences/3.3.e.6bTEPACAttendance%202009-2012.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CorporationAdministratorCorrespondence.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CorporationPrincipalsCorrespondence.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CooperatingTeachersCorrespondence.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/CorrespondenseDTEandHCCSCAdminAsst.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_4_Diversity/43f_Data_table_on_demo_of_P-12_students/3.5.3a(NEW)DiversityofP-12ContractedSchoolsinClinicalPractice.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33b_Data_on_candidate_placement/SpecialEducationFieldHours.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33d_Support_and_Evaluation_of_clinical_faculty/3.5.5a%20Student%20Teaching%20Placement%20Supervision.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_5_Faculty_Qualifications,_Performance,_and_Development/Adjunct_Faculty_Vitae/LisaGeller.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33f_Assessment,_scoring_guides_field_experiences/Individual%20Dispositional%20Report.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/ED377%20Integrated%20Technology%20Summary%20of%20Requirements.pdf
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Standard 4: Diversity 

 

4.2 Areas of concern related to continuing to meet the standard  
 

1. At the advanced level, it does not appear that candidates have experiences with faculty and 

peers from diverse racial and ethnic groups.  

* Although the M.Ed. candidates report working with diversity in their school corporations and 

professional meetings, the unit has looked for ways to increase diversity experiences in the program 

as well.  Since the courses are quite small (5-10 per class) and the average student takes a few years 

to complete the program, the participation in the program of two teachers from China over the last 

eight years means that almost all candidates in the program were in class with the Chinese teachers 

and were able to participate in discussions and group projects with teachers from another culture and 

teachers working in a very different environment from their own.   

Our first teacher from China took all eight courses in the program during the fall of 2006 and the 

spring, summer and fall of 2007.  The department provided this teacher a graduate assistantship to 

work with undergraduate education courses as well.  She returned to the university to complete her 

research project in 2011 and graduated in 2012.  Some of the 2012 program completers were in 

classes with this teacher in 2007.  The second teacher from China took courses in 2012 before 

moving to another state to get married.  Others of the 2012 program completers were in classes with 

this teacher, and all but two of the 2013 program completers were in classes with her.  A teacher 

from London was admitted to the program in 2012 and will begin taking courses in the spring of 

2013.  We encourage the teachers from other countries–as well as all the teachers—to focus their 

various class presentations on their home classrooms.  This allows all students to learn about the 

diversity of environment and culture represented in the various teachers’ schools.   

 

 

4.3 Evidence for the Onsite BOE Team to validate during the onsite visit  

 

(1) Interview with candidates to confirm their confidence in addressing the needs of all 

learners.  

*Interviews will be scheduled in consultation with the BOE team chair and arranged for the 

designated times during the onsite visit. 

 

(2) Demographic information for field experience sites, including the MC practicum.  

*Demographic information for school corporations used in field experiences: Exhibit 4.3.f.1. 

*Demographic information for individual schools used in field experiences: Exhibit 3.5.3a NEW. 

 

(3) Interview with faculty, especially the adjunct of color recently hired by the university. 

*Interviews with faculty will be coordinated with BOE team chair and will be scheduled for the 

designated times during the onsite visit. 

 

(4) How are advanced level candidates assured of experiences with diverse P-12 students?  

*Candidates in the M.Ed. program are assessed for their experiences with diversity in their 

undergraduate programs, in-service trainings, and past and/or current teaching assignments.  All 

candidates, except two from China, are local and teach in nearby school corporations.  The diversity 

data for nearby school systems may be found in Exhibit 4.3.f.1.  A large number of the M.Ed. 

students have been teachers in the Fort Wayne Community Schools or the Southwest Allen 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_4_Diversity/43f_Data_table_on_demo_of_P-12_students/4.3.f.1%20Appendix%20C%20Data%20Table.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_4_Diversity/43f_Data_table_on_demo_of_P-12_students/3.5.3a(NEW)DiversityofP-12ContractedSchoolsinClinicalPractice.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_4_Diversity/43f_Data_table_on_demo_of_P-12_students/4.3.f.1%20Appendix%20C%20Data%20Table.pdf
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schools—both of which are diverse school districts.  Some of the individual Fort Wayne schools 

have dozens of different languages spoken by the students.  Additionally, a large number of the 

M.Ed. students are Huntington University teacher education graduates and therefore have gone 

through the Multicultural Practicum and other field experiences in Fort Wayne.  These multicultural 

experiences have been required components in the undergraduate teacher education program for 25 

years.  As the M.Ed. program began, the faculty investigated the students’ experiences with ethnic 

diversity and other kinds of student diversity.  The experienced teachers entering the program were 

able to report a variety of professional experiences with diverse P-12 students such as those listed 

above and others encountered in the various schools in which they had worked.  As the program 

progressed, the faculty has continued to monitor candidates’ experiences and applications of course 

concepts and skills to diverse learner populations.  This is especially true in the Differentiated 

Instruction course, but diversity is addressed in every course.  For example, candidates in the 

technology course often explore using special software or websites to address language, special 

needs, or other challenges among their diverse P-12 students.  School demographics are also 

evaluated as part of the action research project.  

 

 

Standard 5: Faculty Qualifications, Performance, and Development 

 

5.5 Evidence for the Onsite BOE Team to validate during the onsite visit  
 

(1) Faculty evaluation data available on-site and will need to be reviewed.  

*The IDEA Diagnostic Form Report (2009-2012) for all full time and adjunct faculty teaching in the 

Education department will be available in hard copy for review during the onsite visit. 

 

(2) Based on course evaluations or other means by which faculty performance is evaluated, how 

do the ratings of education faculty compare to university faculty overall?  

*The IDEA Diagnostic Form Report provides a converted average in key assessment areas which 

indicates each faculty member’s performance in relation to the institutional faculty as a whole. These 

forms will be available in hard copy for review during the onsite visit.  

*In addition, Dr. Del Doughty, Interim Senior VP for Academic Affairs offers this statement: 

“Huntington University uses diagnostic reports from the IDEA Center as a means of evaluating 

faculty performance.  By this measure, the professors in the Education Department compare very 

favorably to their colleagues in the university overall.  Last semester—the fall of 2012, the most 

recent semester for which data is available—the four full-time faculty who were evaluated averaged 

a score of  4.9 on a 5.0 scale when questioned about the excellence of their teaching and averaged a 

score of 4.4 on a 5.0 scale when asked about the overall excellence of their respective courses. 

Similarly, when students were asked about their progress on relative objectives in any particular 

education class, they rated this same group of faculty "higher" and often "much higher" compared to 

group averages at the institution and in the IDEA database.  We are fortunate to have many strong 

teaching faculty members here at HU, and the Education Department compares as a department 

favorably to other departments and to the university's faculty as a whole.” 

 

(3) What clinical faculty training is in place to ensure coherence of instructional delivery across 

the 91 faculty members identified for 2011-12? 

*I assume this question relates to Exhibit 5.3b which is a complete list of all cooperating teachers 

we used during the 2009-2012 time period. This would be the only place we would have listed so 

many teachers. Since the question is listed under Standard 5 and it is concerning “instructional 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_5_Faculty_Qualifications,_Performance,_and_Development/53b_Data_table_of_clinical_faculty/5.3.b.1Licensure%20Information%20on%20School%20Faculty.pdf
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delivery,” I wondered if perhaps the list of clinical faculty was mistaken as a list of adjunct 

teaching faculty. These clinical faculty do not serve as instructional faculty for the unit. If the 

question does concern the cooperating teachers and the training to maintain consistency in their 

work with the student teaching candidates, section 3.5 (4) above details that information 

 

(4) What policies and procedures are used by the unit, or institution, to promote the hiring and 

retention of a diverse faculty?  

*The Huntington University Faculty Manual (3.4.7), gives procedures for employing faculty. The 

section contains several statements that point to the University’s larger goal of a ethnically and 

culturally diverse faculty.  

“In sum, a culturally diverse, academically strong, pedagogically effective faculty is sought that 

embraces the mission of the University (3.4.7 paragraph 1).” 

“From among the apparently best qualified candidates, perhaps four to ten, references are secured by 

phone or by letter such that two or three may be selected to interview on campus. Particular efforts 

will be made to include culturally diverse candidates in the final pool (3.4.7 paragraph 5).” 

 

*Huntington University also includes the following statement on all position announcements: 

In compliance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, 

Huntington University does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin or sex in its 

policies, practices or procedures. It maintains a policy of non-discrimination on the basis of 

handicap in its educational programs, admissions procedures and its employment practices, in 

compliance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities 

Act Amendments of 2008.  It is committed to providing the optimum employee safety and health in 

keeping with sound business practice and the requirements of the 1970 Occupational Safety and 
Health Act.  

(5) How are the annual reports of faculty activities used to inform the unit?  

*Even though all 5 tenure track faculty members in the unit are housed in a single office suite, it is 

not always possible to keep up with all the professional and service activities with which individual 

faculty members are involved. The annual reports are useful in three ways. First of all, the simple act 

of putting together the annual report allows the individual faculty member to evaluate his/her own 

professional development and activities for the year. It is also a way for them to regularly assemble 

evidence for potential promotion and/or tenure decisions by detailing scholarship and service 

activities on a year by year basis.  Secondly, the annual report allows the unit head (Director of 

Teacher Education) to accurately monitor faculty growth and development and to assess where 

faculty members are growing successfully and where they may need encouragement to be more 

intentional about professional growth. Third, the annual report of activities allows the Academic Vice 

President to monitor the growth and development of all faculty at the university. The Academic Vice 

President also provides the information from the annual reports to the Faculty Appointment and 

Tenure Committee as part of the evidence to be considered in tenure and promotion decisions. 

 

(6) What do the exit and graduate survey data indicate? Is there an employer survey as well?  

*There is no employer survey. The state of Indiana used to gather information on program completer 

performance from a new teacher induction program and distribute it back to the teacher education 

programs, but this was discontinued in 2008. 

 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Dean/Images_and_Files/2010-HU-Faculty-Handbook-Manual-Operations.pdf#page=62
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*Below are summaries from the exit survey and the graduate survey found in the Biennial Report 

(1.3.i.2). 

 

Section 1 – General Program Demographics 

While the total enrollment in the program was down from 2010-2011 (page 5), the number of 

candidates applying to the program in 2011-2012 was ahead of the previous year’s figures (page 8). 

The chart on page 15 reveals the reason, a very small senior class, with only 24 candidates applying 

for student teaching. The bar graph on page 8 also reveals a significant increase in the number of “All 

Grade” applicants. This appears to be related to an increase in the number of Art Education students, 

as well as some increase in Physical Education and Health majors.  

 

Section 2 – Checkpoints 

The department continues to be pleased with the high level of competence and dedication reflected in 

the assessment results of all three checkpoints. The results over the past 5 years are remarkably 

consistent, especially when taking into consideration that for results calculated in percentages, a 

single student may account for 4-5% difference in overall score because of the small number of 

students involved. 

One statistic that is now being recorded because of state changes, is the number of students applying 

to the program that receive a waiver for the Praxis I tests because of a high SAT or ACT score. For 

the only full year of data available, almost one quarter of program applicants received this waiver 

(Biennial Report, p. 12). Academic ability is only one factor that contributes to a candidate becoming 

an outstanding teacher, but it is encouraging to know that the program attracts such capable students. 

 

Section 3 – Practicum 

The number, variety, and effectiveness of candidate field experiences for each candidate continue to 

be strengths of the teacher education program. Excellent cooperation with area school corporations 

allows the program to offer field placements in a variety of settings that equip candidates to be 

capable and confident first year teachers. 

 

Section 4 – Exit Survey 

The exit survey, which was begun in 2008-2009, is a 24 item survey delivered to all program 

completers during the final month of the student teaching semester. A high return rate provides good 

insight into the experiences of our exiting candidates. Five open-ended responses suggest the 

following: 

Part A – Open-Ended Responses 
1. Students experienced diversity during their practicum experiences. The greatest variety of 

diversity was experienced during the Multicultural Practicum and Spring Junior Block 

(which takes place for the majority of candidates in Fort Wayne). Nearly all students report 

that they experienced working with special needs students. 

2. Special Education courses and Differentiated Instruction were most often mentioned as those 

that prepared candidates to reach all learners. Candidates also mention the value of field 

experiences for providing real-life application of material and methodology. 

3. Candidates identified a variety of courses which successfully prepared them to reach all 

learners. Responses included both specific methods courses and general courses. 

4. Candidates identified the number and variety of field experiences and dedicated faculty as 

major strengths of the HU Education Program. Candidates said they felt well-prepared for 

student teaching. 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_1_Candidate_Knowledge,_Skills,_and_Professional_Dispositions/13i_Aggregate_data_on_follow-up_studies_of_graduates/1.3.i.2%20Biennial%20Checkpoint%20Final%20Report%202012.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_1_Candidate_Knowledge,_Skills,_and_Professional_Dispositions/13i_Aggregate_data_on_follow-up_studies_of_graduates/1.3.i.2%20Biennial%20Checkpoint%20Final%20Report%202012.pdf#page=12
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5. The most cited weakness of the program was field experiences. While candidates appreciated 

the variety and number, they felt these should begin freshman year. Instruction in how to 

implement and utilize assessment was also mentioned as a weakness. 

Part B – Program Evaluation Component Rating (scores represent mean scores for past four 

years) 
1. Subject matter content in general studies – 3.98/5.0 

2. Foundation and content in professional education – 4.37/5.0 

3. Methods courses in professional education – 4.43/5.0  

4. Content courses in Secondary Majors – 4.14/5.0  

5. Student Teaching – 4.83/5.0  

Part C – Self-Evaluation Competency Rating 

1. Developing lessons and procedures – 4.64/5.0 

2. Using technology – 4.01/5.0 

3. Using varied instructional approaches –4.38/5.0 

4. Understanding and practice in classroom presentation – 3.86/5.0 

5. Positive motivation for learners – 4.27/5.0 

6. Improving student skills – 4.13/5.0 

7. Breadth and depth of content knowledge – 4.23/5.0 

8. Direct contact with learners prior to student teaching – 4.55/5.0 

9. Handling and preventing misbehavior – 4.04/5.0 

10. Addressing needs of all learners – 4.18/5.0 

11. Cooperative learning strategies – 4.33/5.0 

12. Understanding teaching students with special needs – 4.01/5.0 

13. Developing and using effective assessment – 4.33/5.0 

14. Skill in self-evaluation of teaching – 4.43/5.0 

Part C Summary – Candidates give consistently high ranking to their preparation, with 13 out of 14 

items being scored above 4.0 on a 5.0 scale, and the one exception being scored only slightly below 

(#4- 3.86/5.0). This suggests that candidates feel that they are well prepared for teaching.  

 

Section 5 – Graduate Survey 

 

Part A – Program Component Rating 

This survey gathers data at 1, 4, and 7 year intervals post-graduation to seek feedback about program 

quality after candidates have entered the profession. (1 year-4 years-7years) 
1. General Studies Content (3.7 – 3.76 – 3.76) 

2. Professional Education Foundation and Content (4.46 – 3.74 – 4.42) 

3. Professional Education Methods (4.38 – 4.31 – 4.0) 

4. Secondary Content (4.39-4.50-4.13) 

5. Student Teaching (4.82 – 4.62 – 4.76) 
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Part B – Self-Evaluation Competency Rating (1 year-4 years-7years) 

1. Developing lessons and procedures(4.26 – 4.38 – 4.45) 

2. Using technology (4.1 – 4.12 – 4.0) 

3. Using varied instructional approaches (4.29 – 4.5 – 4.21) 

4. Understanding and practice in classroom presentation (4.26 – 4.33 – 4.16) 

5. Positive motivation for learners (4.28 – 4.0 – 4.13) 

6. Improving student skills (3.73 – 3.99 – 3.68) 

7. Breadth and depth of content knowledge (4.28 – 4.25 – 4.15) 

8. Direct contact with learners prior to student teaching (4.43 – 4.65 – 4.53) 

9. Handling and preventing misbehavior (3.7 – 3.33 – 3.43) 

10. Addressing needs of all learners (3.63 – 3.82 – 3.67) 

11. Cooperative learning strategies (4.0 – 4.24 – 4.11) 

12. Understanding teaching students with special needs (3.53 – 3.51 – 3.28) 

13. Developing and using effective assessment (4.03 – 3.96 – 3.82) 

14. Skill in self-evaluation of teaching (3.83 – 4.19 – 3.90) 

Part B Summary – Graduates evaluate their experiences somewhat consistently from their first 

through seventh years after graduation. However, while scores continue to be strong, they tend to 

rank themselves slightly lower than they did at the time of program exit.  

 

 

Standard 6: Unit Governance and Resources 

 

6.5 Evidence for the Onsite BOE Team to validate during the onsite visit  
 

(1) Which faculty position is designated as the head of the unit?  

* The Director of Teacher Education is designated as the head of the unit. 

 

(2) How are clinical faculty included into the unit?  

*As indicated in 3.5 (5) above, the professional education faculty responsible for the supervision and 

assessment of candidates during field experiences are almost exclusively full time faculty in the unit.  

This not only means that the university supervisors are already part of the unit, it also means that the 

P-12 school personnel who serve as cooperating teachers in both early field experiences and student 

teaching have a direct connection to the unit, not a secondary one as would be the case if the 

university supervisors were primarily adjuncts.  

*Cooperating teachers for all student teaching placements are invited to a “Meet Your Co-op” event 

just prior to the end of each spring semester. This event allows cooperating teachers to meet the 

student teachers who will be in their classrooms the following year and also meet all the unit faculty. 

Each cooperating teacher is given a copy of the Huntington University Student Teaching Handbook, 

with key points being discussed by the Director of Teacher Education and the Director of Clinical 

Experiences. Cooperating teachers have the opportunity to ask questions, visit with student teachers, 

and visit with unit faculty. 

*All cooperating teachers for the student teaching experience (along with principals and school 

corporation administrators) are invited twice each year to participate in the Teacher Education 

Professional Advisory Council (TEPAC). These breakfast meetings (IR, p.7) provide a setting which 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=8
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allows open interaction among all clinical faculty present. Cooperating teachers are encouraged to 

provide input related to any aspect of candidate and program performance. 

*Cooperating teachers in both early field experiences and student teaching are asked to complete a 

survey evaluating key aspects of the unit’s participation in the field experience (Exhibit 3.3.a.8). 

 

(3) How are faculty modeling use of technology in the program?  

*Unit faculty are actively modeling the following: 

 Presentation software  

 SmartBoard 

 Digital  cameras 

 Moodle 

 Embedded videos 

 Instructional DVD clips 

 iPads 

 Blogging 

 Face time and Skype (used to connect classes with P-12 classrooms) 

 Dragon Dictate, voice activated technology, and work predictors for special needs  

 Electronic Learning Modules 

In addition, Dr. Joni Schmalzried has been working with the State Director of the PATINS Project 

(Promoting Achievement through Technology and Instruction for all Students) to look at ways to 

connect more with both the actual technology for students with disabilities and programs in the state 

that are using evidence based practices for students with special needs. 

 

(4) How does the budget compare to other units on campus?  

*As noted in section 6.1 (IR, p. 31) of the IR, only Nursing, Visual Arts, and Music have larger 

budgets for departmental expenses than the Education department. A detailed breakdown of the 

Education departmental budget and a list of other departmental budgets will be made available in 

hard copy during the onsite visit. 

 

(5) How are tenured faculty goals set and monitored over a five-year time period?  

*According to the Huntington University Faculty Handbook ( 3.4.4): 

 Tenured faculty are reviewed periodically (at least every five years but occasionally 

 more often when requested by the Faculty and Appointments Committee or the Dean)  

 for their continued effectiveness in teaching and scholarship, for continued 

 professional development, and for assisting them in goal-setting. The faculty member  

 is asked to provide a written outline of these areas of discussion, and to meet 

 with the Dean and division chair either together or separately for the mutual 

 review of the faculty member’s service and goals. 

 

(6) What is the refresh rate on technology other than laptops?  

*According to Gary Campbell, Director of Technology Services, classroom and computer lab 

computers are also replaced every four years.  Staff computers are replaced as needed, except for 

those whose jobs require travel (like admissions counselors). Those staff members are on the same 

rotation as faculty for laptop replacement. Since this replacement policy requires a longer service life 

than the previous policy, Technology Services upgraded the memory on all computers that would 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_3_Field_Experiences_and_Clinical_Practice/33a_Collaborative_activities/3.3.a.8%20Program%20Evaluation%20Survey.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE/HuntingtonUniversityInstitutionalReport.pdf#page=32
http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Dean/Images_and_Files/2010-HU-Faculty-Handbook-Manual-Operations.pdf#page=60
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have ordinarily been replaced and also made available to all faculty members the option to upgrade 

to the current versions of their operating system (Windows 7 or Mac Sea Lion) and office suite (MS 

Office 2010 or Mac equivalent). 

 

(7) How do the advanced programs function in the unit? Budget? Staffing? Administrative 

support? 

*The M.Ed. program was designed and launched by the unit faculty.  Only unit faculty with 

doctorates teach in the M.Ed. program.    

When M.Ed. policy or admissions decisions are made, Dr. Steve Holtrop, as program director, brings 

an agenda to the department and calls for a vote on each item.  The academic approval process for all 

undergraduate programs and policies follows this order:   department faculty, division, Academic 

Concerns Committee, full faculty.  The academic approval process for all graduate programs and 

policies follows a similar order:  program faculty, Graduate and Professional Programs Committee 

(formerly Graduate and Adult Studies Committee), full faculty.  Dr. Holtrop, as graduate dean, chairs 

the Graduate and Professional Programs Committee and serves as the graduate and professional 

programs liaison on the Academic Concerns Committee.   

The M.Ed. program has a separate operating budget of $3600, which covers marketing, copying, 

travel, and hosting related specifically to the M.Ed. program.  A larger graduate school marketing 

budget ($40,000) provides additional funds for marketing the M.Ed. program. (M.Ed. budget) 

 

The unit’s administrative assistant helps with the admissions processing of M.Ed. candidates.  The 

M.Ed. has an additional separate part-time recruiter/adviser.   

The M.Ed. program shares facilities and computer equipment with the undergraduate teacher 

education program and enjoys the same resources available to the undergraduate teacher education 

program.  The M.Ed. budget paid for a SmartBoard several years ago for use by both graduate and 

undergraduate education programs in the model classroom.  Moodle is regularly used in both 

graduate and undergraduate courses in the unit, and all M.Ed. courses are taught in a hybrid format, 

with approximately half of the course sessions involving online assignments on Moodle. The M.Ed. 

program has a separate website. 

 

 

http://www.huntington.edu/uploadedFiles/Education/Resources/NCATE2013/Exhibit_Room/Standard_6_Unit_Governance_and_Resources/M%20Ed%20%20Budget.pdf
http://www.huntington.edu/graduate/education/
http://www.huntington.edu/graduate/education/

